MICROSOFT POWER BI
ENABLEMENT FOR THE NHS
Introducing Microsoft Power BI

We can help you:

Power BI is Microsoft’s industry leading suite of tools for data
analysis, visualisation and sharing. It is a constantly expanding
group of technologies that connects enterprise level Business
Intelligence data analytics and traditional reporting and
processes. This means that you can use the data you have
today in SQL, spreadsheets, PDFs and text files to deliver AI,
machine learning and big data insights today.

• Adopt
					
Power BI faster and more
					
comprehensively
• Use
					
the data you have to
				
improve the care you deliver
• Build
					
a robust, reliable, economic
					
and secure service
•

Power BI is the ideal tool for supercharging your self-service
analytics. It puts deep insights into the hands of the staff whose
everyday decisions contribute to the success of an organisation.

Adopting a self-service analytics platform
doesn’t happen by accident.
From the basics of exploring the tools, understanding the
capability and how it fits your needs, to data governance, best
practice, sustainability and ongoing business as usual, it takes
precise planning and experience.
The Power BI Enablement service makes sure you get it right,
first time.

Trustmarque can help
We offer a full suite of bespoke support which can help you
regardless of where you are in your adoption of Power BI. We
have extensive Lean Healthcare, six sigma and transformation
experience in the NHS working across the whole spectrum of
provision. We understand the complex drivers and resource
constraints and work with staff at all levels to solve complex
issues. We also understand the security requirements of PID in
the cloud.

0845 2101 500

info@trustmarque.com

Create timely data analysis and
insights

Power BI capabilities:
• Allows
					
users to share safely,
					
securely, appropriately at scale
and on demand
• Permits
					
analysts to combine data
						
from multiple sources, on-premise
						
and/or Cloud data warehouses,
						
from 3rd party partners, taken
					
from the web or spreadsheets
Includes tools for excel users, ETL
• tools
					
for data warehousing and
						
integration with R and Python for
					
data scientists
Automates routine reporting,
• freeing
					
analysts to analyse
					
Helps organisations retain and
• attract the best staff through the
use of world class software

www.trustmarque.com

Trustmarque can help

Benefits

For those starting out we offer:

The Power BI Enablement for the
NHS service can help your teams:

•
•
•

•

		Advice and guidance of licensing, user embedding and
organisation SKU’s.
		System set-up, adoption roadmaps and project management
support.
			
Proof of concept projects to support an individual department
or service, such as an end to end deployment of self-service
analytics dedicated to improving outcomes.
How to move from desktop to enterprise sharing.

•

Guidance on statistical methods and how to use predictive
analytics, SPC and other automation tools. This shifts the
		
balance from historical reporting to prediction, anticipation
and prevention.

For those who want to learn:
•

Our practice-based learning is hands-on training at your site.
			
You can use your data to solve your problems. This is not
		
generic learning, but training based on the best of Power BI
(DAX) and Power Query (M) languages.

•

Enterprise adoption can be the most challenging element. It
			
is necessary to ensure data governance in the ETL processes,
		
manage updates, employ best practice, provide business
continuity, produce relevant documentation and user training.

For more advanced organisations we offer support for:
•

		The productionising and sharing of data scientist created
content in Python and R.

•

		Using Dataflows, Azure Gen 2 storage and common data
models.

•

		The use of the Azure analytics suite including AI, Machine
Learning, Bots sentiment analysis.

Building of “Flows”, “Alerts” and integration with other Office
365 products, such as SharePoint, for complete solutions and
		
not just reporting.
•

For Organisations with limited resources:
•

We offer a fully managed Power BI service. We will work with
your teams to understand the issues, build, deploy, maintain
and update dashboards. This allows you to do more of what
you do and leave the analytics to us.
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• Deliver
				
systematic insights from
				
workplace analytics
• Create
				
a well organised and
				
sustainable end to end solution
• Access
				
the data that you own
				
today via their choice of device
• Move
				
from reporting the past to
				
real time and predictive insights
• Reduce
				
cost of licensing that
		
your organisation uses
• Automate
				
BAU reporting
				
allowing analysts to deliver
better insights
• Improve data security,
governance and compliance

Why Trustmarque?
Trustmarque brings a fresh,
new approach to data. We have
extensive NHS experience and
work closely with your people
to understand your process and
your data. Using a data driven
approach to service improvement
we build solutions to solve
complex problems with an
emphasis on knowledge transfer
and aim to create a lasting legacy.
We systematically build a deep
knowledge of your staff and
processes to complement and
inform the data. We do this
because we understand that only
your people can deliver change.
Any changes need to take their
experience into account.
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